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Abstract— In this paper we present algorithms for dy-
namic channel allocation with QoS support. In particular,
we focus on the integration of networks with different Radio
Access Technologies (RATs), as is currently subject of in-
vestigation within the novel concept of Ambient Networks.
On this matter, we investigate the introduction of collabo-
rative channel assignment, which exploits service elasticity
and the tunability offered by QoS management. To this end,
the comparison between non cooperative and cooperative
resource allocation is briefly discussed and simulations are
performed to demonstrate how collaborative strategies are
able to improve system performance.

Keywords: Radio Resource Management, Coopera-
tion, Packet Allocation, Utility, Economic Performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Ambient Networks paradigm [1] includes the
provision of seamless communication through heteroge-
neous radio interfaces. Moreover, it is expected that the
presence of multiple Radio Access Techniques (RATs) is
able to improve the system performance by means of the
so-called RAT-diversity, i.e., the co-existence of different
accesses might be beneficial for the entire system, in par-
ticular for the degree of QoS provided to the users. The
integration of multiple radio interfaces in order to obtain
a Multi-Radio Resource Management (MRRM) is cur-
rently one of the key issues researched by the scientific
community [2–6]. In particular, strategies to fully exploit
the presence of multiple networks thanks to the inter-
networking cooperation are currently sought. To this end,
it is assumed that collaborative allocation strategies im-
prove system performance by allowing e.g., higher sys-
tem capacity, or higher degree of satisfaction with respect
to more trivial channels allocation techniques, indepen-
dently applied to each network.

The main goal addressed in this work is the investiga-
tion about strategies which aim at allowing mobile users
in coverage of more networks to fully exploit this multi-
RAT co-presence. To this end, we propose a comparison
between resource allocation strategies, where either the
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tion is simply performed without interworking be-
different networks, or a degree of cooperation is al-
. We focus on single-hop and infra-structured wire-
etworks with fixed Access Points (APs); however,
nalysis can be extended to more general scenarios,

ulti-hop and Ad Hoc-like networks by considering
t aggregation procedures of the terminals [7, 8] and
ollowing the same approach presented here.
assume that each network owns a given amount of
els, available on its whole coverage area, and the
interconnected each other by a high-speed back-
network, are responsible to decide the channels

e. We suppose to have an area completely cov-
by two radio network technologies, which could
ents real multiplexing technology such as cellular
S or WLAN 802.11. This type of scenario is taken
onsideration in many other works present in liter-
[9, 10]. Each network provides a certain number

annels available in the whole area; to give a sort of
upport each mobile terminal can communicate with
parallel channels at the same time, also belonging to
ent radio technologies, having an instantaneous bit
llocation. The AP has to decide if the user may send
cket with the required QoS or not. This decision is
by negotiating the allocation with all the other APs,
er to avoid collisions between adjacent APs. The
el allocation follows a Per-Packet approach, by al-
ng resources for every single packet, instead of a
c per-call method.
address a way to find satisfactory QoS for users

s to traffic splitting between multiple radio access
single terminal. Having at disposal more different
ss networks, we propose channel allocation algo-
that exploit a collaboration between different net-
, in order to reduce drop probability and to increase

throughput. The investigation is performed by
ation, based on snapshots.

also consider the allocation in microeconomic
. This means that, besides the technical efficiency

cooperation among different RATs, we also con-
at first the welfare of the management, seen as utility
ived by the users when the allocation is satisfactory.



Fig. 1. Example of scenario: area with L=4, four Access Points
(A, B, C, D)

Secondly, we also account for the revenue earned by the
provider, evaluated through a model which is able to take
into account the trade-off between quality and price.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec-
tion 2 we describe in detail the channel allocation strate-
gies for both cooperative and non cooperative cases. In
Section 3 we explain the application of micro-economic
models, including evaluation of users’ satisfaction deter-
mined by QoS and price. Section 4 shows the results
obtained by means of simulations. Section 5 draws the
conclusions.

2. CHANNEL ALLOCATION: BASIC
ASSUMPTIONS AND STRATEGIES

In this section we present in detail the studied scenario,
the basic assumptions and the per-packet allocation ap-
proach, as well as two different MRRM channels alloca-
tion strategies, with and without cooperation between the
wireless networks present in the whole area.

2.1. Scenario and Per-Packet Approach
For the sake of simplicity, the studied scenario is a

square area subdivided into L × L square sectors; the
side of the area is composed by L = 2l sectors. A total
number of l2 APs are present in the whole area and they
are placed on a grid with constant distance from one to
the other. We assume the coexistence of N = 2 distinct
RATs operating in the same area, with all APs having the
availability of both RATs. We consider that the cover-
age areas of different APs are perfectly non-overlapping:
this assumption is not restrictive as it might be avoided by
exploiting the paradigm of Always-Best-Connected net-
works [4]. Each AP is connected through a wired infras-
tructure with the adjacent APs through a backbone net-
work; each AP coverage area is split into four square sec-
tors. Mobile terminals (MTs) are uniformly distributed
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area; each AP can localize a MT in one of the four
s of its coverage area. A total number C of chan-
elonging to each of the two networks are available
system; channels of one network do not interfere

channels belonging to the other network. Each AP
se up to 2C independent transmission channels at
me time. To achieve the desired QoS, a mobile ter-
might request a given amount of channels to be

ed on both networks.
e transmission system is time slotted in order to sim-
the AP activity. All the packets may be transmitted
APs or terminals on a slotted structure. In any case

rect communication between stations is performed,
acket travels from an AP to a terminal or vice versa.
e channel allocation follows a Per-Packet approach,
ocating resources for every single packet. The strat-
llowed to admit or drop a communication request is
on some interference considerations; the AP has to

e, through a MRRM strategy, if the user may com-
ate with the required QoS (number of requested
el channels) or not. This decision has to be taken
gotiate the allocation with all the other APs, in or-
avoid collisions between adjacent APs. The Per-

t Channel Allocation algorithm is separately ap-
to both the two types networks since we suppose
hannels of the two types do not interfere with each
To describe how Per-Packet Channel Allocation al-
m works we refer to the scenario in Figure 1. The

area in the example is a square of side L = 4; we
ze each single sector by referring to a couple (x, y)
artesian diagram. Consider a user located in the sec-
, 2) requiring a communication with chreq parallel
els of a certain type to support QoS (in Figure 1 the
s represented by the white point in the sector (2, 2)).
nels can be released to a user if they are free in that
A channel requested for a given direction (uplink
wnlink) is said to be free, e.g., for the sector (2, 2)

channel is not used at the same time in the same
posite communication direction in sectors (xd, yd)
≤ xd, yd ≤ 2 (dark grey sectors in Figure 1) and

not used in the opposite direction in sectors (3, yo)
≤ yo ≤ 3 and (xo, 3) with 1 ≤ xo ≤ 3 (light grey

s in Figure 1).

ooperative and Non Cooperative MRRM
egies

us refer to the two RATs present in the whole
e area as 1 and 2. The users’ requests consist of
-dimensional vector (c1, c2) which corresponds to
quested allocation on both networks.
thout any possibility of collaboration between the
vailable networks, the MT request could be ac-

d only if its related AP can offer to the MT a vector
e channels (d1, d2) where d1 = c1 and d2 = c2. We



call this strategy as Non Cooperative, since the communi-
cation request is accepted only if the number of channels
obtained by each network is exactly the same expressed
by the communication request.

By considering the possibility of intercommunication
between the two networks and thanks to the availability
also for each mobile terminal of more and different ra-
dio technologies interfaces, we could think some possi-
ble exploitation of this networks heterogeneity in order
to improve network admission and to reduce drop prob-
ability. In a cooperative view, we assume it is possible
that the degree of service is kept equal if the allocation is
performed by allocating the same resource on aggregate.
In other words, the allocation is still satisfactory if the
same total number of channels of the request is achieved
on either the first or the second access technique only, or
with a mixed allocation on both access techniques. In the
context of a Cooperative strategy, each user is assumed to
be satisfied if the network allocator can provide him with
any vector (d1, d2) such that c1 + c2 = d1 + d2.

3. ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE
COOPERATION

In order to evaluate, besides the technical performance,
also the impact of the cooperative allocation from the
economic point of view, we apply here a model, which
aims at integrating the QoS perceived and the price paid
by the users. In the model, price and utility tune the de-
gree of satisfaction perceived by the users: the key idea is
to define an Acceptance value, that depends on the utility
ui and on the paid price pi, assigned to each user i. Sev-
eral expressions are possible an appropriate acceptance
function. In [3] we proposed the following expression:

A(ui, pi) � 1 − e−k·(ui/ψ)µ
·(pi/φ)−ε

, (1)

where k, µ, ε, ψ, φ are appropriate positive constants.
Note that both ui and pi depend on the allocated re-

source ri, which in our study is related to the number
of allocated channels. Thus, the shape of the acceptance
probability as a function of ri depends on the functions
ui = u(ri) and pi = p(ri). For example, we take u(·)
equal to a sigmoid-shaped function (i.e., it increases and
then saturates for large values of ri) and p(·) is assumed
to be linearly related to ri. However, these choices can
be replaced with other ones, without affecting what fol-
lows. According to this assumption, pi = αiri, and the
unit price αi depends on which kind of resource is actu-
ally allocated. Note that for the sake of fairness, αi will
be equal for all users i belonging to the same class of ser-
vice. Thus, in general, αi depends on the used RAT (it
might even be the same for both RATs).

By giving Ai a probabilistic meaning, the model allows
a simple and direct evaluation of the statistical average
revenue coming from each user allocated with utility ui

and p
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aying price pi, which is determined as piA(ui, pi).
the total revenue is:

R =
N∑

i=1

piA(ui, pi) . (2)

lso possible to conceptually invert the roles of utility
rice in order to determine the total network utility,
d as:

U =

N∑

i=1

uiA(ui, pi) . (3)

that, while the revenue R is a possible objective
on from the point of view of a network provider,
tal utility U might be seen as the users’ goal, or the
tive of a network provider which has interest in reg-
g the market fairly (e.g., an arbitrator or a public
tion).

this sense, alternative goals for the RRM might be
aximization of the total network utility, or the max-
tion of the provider’s revenue. As shown in [2],
approaches might lead to quite different conclu-

Equation (2) implicitly represents the following
ive property: too high prices drive customers away,
Ai decreases, and therefore yield very little rev-
Conversely, too low prices can easily be afforded

e users, but also results in low revenues. This can
malized by stating the existence of an optimal price
e, i.e., an expression for pi(·), which corresponds to
ghest revenue. However, when the resource to allo-
s scarce, as is usually assumed, this optimal pricing

achieved when the capacity is fully utilized.
e model can be exploited for different aspects of the
Resource Management. In particular in the follow-

e will focus on rate assignment for packet networks.
is, ri will be the transmission rate allowed to ter-
i, which is between 0 and the maximum value C.

for the sake of simplicity, we will consider sigmoid-
d utilities, which are bound in the range [0, 1].
depict the QoS perception of the users by assum-

at the sigmoid functions representing users’ utility
ndomly generated for every user. The framework
nted above is useful to exploit the simplicity of a di-
valuation of collected tariffs, which allows in fact a
e test of performance by means of simulation.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

compare the technical behavior of the Cooperative
e Non Cooperative solutions we refer to two per-
nce metrics:
he dissatisfaction probability, i.e., the probability
hat a given user results to be not sufficiently served
or what concerns the total requested resource;
he number of channels effectively released to users
ith respect to the total amount of channels re-
uested, which might be related to the system
hroughput.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between Non-cooperative and Cooperative alloca-
tion in terms of users dissatisfaction probability.

Result about dissatisfaction probability is plotted in Fig.
2. Note that the high dissatisfaction rates shown should
be intended as resulting from network saturation, i.e.,
we intentionally select congested cases, where the num-
ber of users requiring access is quite high, hence result-
ing in heavy dissatisfaction rates. As it is visible from
the figure, the probability of dissatisfaction is clearly de-
creased by allowing network cooperation. This means
that cooperative MRRM strategies are able to exploit the
co-existence of multiple access techniques, with respect
to allocation strategies which treat different access tech-
niques independently. Note also that the trend of both
cooperative and non-cooperative strategies is a decreas-
ing dissatisfaction probability as a function of the number
of available channels in the network; however, around 5
channels a saturation occurs. By comparing the satura-
tion value, we see that cooperation allows a decrease in
the dissatisfaction probability ranging from 20% to about
30%.

In Figure 3 we plot the percentage of accepted allo-
cation requests versus the total number of communica-
tion requests. This might be related in some way to the
system throughput. We report both the comparison be-
tween the performance of Cooperative and Non Coop-
erative MRRM and the gain obtained with Cooperative
solution with respect to the Non Cooperative one. Fig-
ure 3 refers to a scenario with C = 5 available chan-
nels for each network. As expected the allocation effi-
ciency decreases as the network density increases. How-
ever, thanks to Cooperative MRRM the performance is
improved and the gain is higher in scenarios with higher
density.

In Fig. 4 another comparison is reported in order to
highlight the benefit of economic nature coming from
the cooperative network management of multiple RATs.
Here, a scenario with nAP = 19 APs and N = 5 net-
works has been considered. The number of available
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els is 10 for each RAT type. A total number of
sers is considered: the reason of this increase is ex-
d below. The parameters of the acceptance prob-
, defined in Eq. (1), are: ψ = 1.0, φ = 25.0,
.0, µ = 4.0, k = − log 0.9.
ferently from Fig. 2, three cases are compared: the
-network case corresponds to a situation where the
both request and are allocated on a single RAT.
the cases with MRRM are distinguished between
ooperative and Cooperative as before.

this case, it is assumed that the network provider
s a linear pricing strategy of the channel allocation,
sers pay a tariff proportional to the number of allo-
channels, but only if the allocation is satisfactory.
atisfaction is determined by the trade-off between
and pricing, i.e., the probability that a user i is sat-
is given by the metric Ai as explained in Section

n average, with our choice of the parameters, the
gness to pay of a given user, i.e., the price which
sidered fair for the service, spans between 10 and

This is why we considered a larger number of users
n the previous case, since now users might refuse
rvice also because it is considered too expensive,
enceforth we have a larger dissatisfaction probabil-
ith these settings, the network load is comparable

h cases.
e key point in introducing the resource pricing is that

way the revenue coming from the management can
nsidered; however, it is sensible to assume that only
ed users generate revenue. Dissatisfied users, where
isfaction might be due to either too high a price or
w QoS, are assumed not to stay in the system on
ng run. For this reason, as it is visible from Fig. 4,
rative strategies are particularly suitable also to in-
the revenue, since they improve the users’ satisfac-

Estimating the revenue is a practical way to quantify
nefit of the cooperation, besides being also a fun-
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Fig. 4. Comparison between Non-cooperative and Cooperative alloca-
tion in terms of generated revenue.

damental evaluation, since the generated income has to
sustain the business model of the operator.

The revenue increase seen in Figure 4 might be seen
as related to a general increase in the users’ satisfaction.
In order to more directly show the increase in the users’
overall utility, as defined in Eq. (3), also Figure 5 has
been evaluated. Here, the same three strategies seen in
Fig. 4 are plotted. Even though the revenue and the
total utility derive from different approaches of the op-
timization, in general their increases are related and the
increase of the revenue seen in Fig. 4 might be seen as
directly striving from the utility increase shown in Fig. 5
(which is however lower). This means that the coopera-
tive MRRM is able to increase the allocated resource and
to increase the QoS supplied to the users.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we discussed the issue of cooperative al-
location for multi-radio resource management, which is
key to guarantee both QoS and economic efficiency of
the network operation. We have shown results for differ-
ent allocation strategies in the presence of multiple RATs
and adaptive service. In general, the main conclusion is
that ideal cooperation among the access techniques might
severely improve the allocation. However, lack of full
cooperation might decrease this gain. Henceforth, deeper
study on this matter is required, and also the integration of
service-perception-aware metrics in the allocation seems
very promising in order to ensure a good performance
both from technical and economic perspective.

For what concerns also the economic aspects of the
MRRM, further research will investigate the role of pric-
ing, and how it can be differentiated to improve the co-
ordination among different services. The results for what
concerns economic metrics for cooperative network allo-
cation show that our approach provides understanding on
how to realize an efficient MRRM which achieves satis-
factory welfare and revenue.
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